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Abstract: A lot of concern is shifted nowadays toward human activity recognition for developing powerful systems that assist 

numerous humans such as patients and elder people. Such smart systems automatically recognize human activities by learning the 

Activities of Daily Living (ADLs) and then making a suitable decision. Activity recognition systems are currently employed in 

developing many smart technologies (e.g., smart homes) and their uses have been dramatically increased with availability of Internet 

of Things (IoT) technology. Researchers have used various machine learning techniques for developing activity recognition systems. 

Nevertheless, there are some techniques have not been sufficiently exploited in this research direction. In this work, we present  

a framework to evaluate performance of one of these techniques. The presented technique is based on employing semi-supervised 

clustering and feature selection for grouping data collected by sensors located in smart homes. Employing semi-supervised clustering 

technique decreases the need for preparing a huge amount of labelled data that is required for learning activity recognition systems. 

Additionally, the presented technique improves performance of data clustering by decreasing a risk of grouping data into clusters that 

do not correspond to targeted activities. Moreover, we take into consideration importance of decreasing computational time 

complexity for making the presented technique applicable to smart systems located in homes. We conducted various experiments to 

evaluate performance of employing semi-supervised clustering and feature selection for human activity recognition by using partially 

labelled data. Experiment results have shown that the presented technique provides remarkable accuracy. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

The wealth of sophisticated sensors motivated 

researchers to develop techniques that recognize human 

activities for assisting numerous humans [1]. Human 

activity recognition is an important task in implementing 

numerous smart technologies such as smart homes [2]. 

Such task received a high interest these days with 

availability of Internet of Things (IoT) technology [3][4]. 

Activity recognition is one of tasks that are included 

under umbrella of pattern recognition. Thereby, many 

machine learning techniques are employed for human 

activity recognition. Machine learning techniques are 

categorized mainly into supervised, unsupervised, and 

semi-supervised learning. 

Supervised learning uses only labeled data to train 

models employed for activity recognition [5]. Building 

accurate recognizer needs a large amount of labeled data. 

However, labeling adequate data for human activity 

recognition is time consuming and may lead to many 

errors.  

To get rid of annotating data when training models, 

another category of machine learning techniques called 

unsupervised learning are employed for activity 

recognition [6]. Such techniques use only unlabeled data 

and most of them are developed to perform data clustering 

that divides data into groups (clusters) in which each 

group has similar properties. 

Accuracy of data clustering methods is still limited 

since we do not have enough information when applying 

them to unlabeled data. Additionally, most of clustering 

algorithms are sensitive to parameter initialization. For 

example, K-means is sensitive to initializing centroids that 

represent the clusters. Thus, various solutions have been 

proposed in the literature to improve accuracy of data 

clustering. One of research directions is based on 

mimicking semi-supervised learning [7] which uses both 

labeled and unlabeled data. This technique is referred to 

as semi-supervised clustering that employs semi-

supervised learning for initializing the centroids from  

a little amount of labeled data points while the clustering 

process is applied as usual to unlabeled data [8][9]. 

http://dx.doi.org/10.12785/ijcds/080612 
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Semi-supervised clustering [10] is based on feeding 

clustering algorithms with some background knowledge 

provided by a domain expert about the structure of the 

data. There are three dominant types of semi-supervised 

clustering [11] covered in the literature. The first one uses 

partially labeled data for achieving data clustering. 

Thereby, the need to prepare a large amount of labeled 

data is decreased in comparison with supervised learning. 

The second type entitled cluster-level constraints since it 

provides information about the clusters. While, the third 

type is referred to as instance-level constraints [12], also 

called pairwise constraints since it provides a background 

knowledge about pair of points located in the dataset. 

In this work, we evaluated performance of employing 

semi-supervised clustering for recognizing human 

activities. The main emphasis in our work is using 

partially labeled data when applying data clustering. 

Additionally, we examined performance of applying 

feature selection when preparing the dataset used for 

human activity recognition. 

The rest of paper is organized as follows: Section 2 

describes a review for some related studies. Section 3 

describes the framework used to evaluate the presented 

semi-supervised clustering technique. Section 4 explains 

the experiment environment. Section 5 discusses 

experiment results and provides adequate analysis. 

Finally, Section 6 concludes the paper and reveals some 

suggestions for future work. 

2. LITERATURE REVIEW 

A lot of research works have been proposed in the 

literature to show performance of employing semi-

supervised learning for action recognition [13]. Some of 

state of art techniques manipulated the problem as digital 

image processing by collecting data from video camera 

sensors. For example, Hejin Yuan [14] used skeleton 

detection with semi-supervised learning for improving 

accuracy of recognizing human activities. Shen et al. [15] 

evaluated different semi-supervised learning methods by 

using same experiment setting. There work is specifically 

cornered on evaluating semi-supervised learning 

techniques applied in computer vision and multimedia 

areas for action recognition. 

Another research direction, close to our emphasis in 

this paper, is based on identifying human actions by 

collecting data from different sensors such as ultrasonic 

wave sensors and radio-frequency identification (RFID) 

[16][17]. For example, Cvetkovic et al. [18] proposed 

semi-supervised multi-classifier adaptive training 

algorithm for increasing accuracy of the initial activity 

recognition classifier. Additionally, Guan et al. [19] 

proposed a semi-supervised learning algorithm to use 

unlabeled activity samples by using co-training method. 

Recently, some research works are conducted to 

evaluate specifically performance of semi-supervised 

clustering methods. Svehla [11] reviews and provides 

empirical evaluation on several semi-supervised clustering 

methods with emphasis on methods that utilize active 

learning of pairwise constraints. Svehla used various 

datasets selected from the UCI Machine Learning 

Repository [20] for conducting experimental work. 

Based on our knowledge, limited works are done by 

employing semi-supervised clustering for human activity 

recognition with same research direction selected in our 

work. As a result of this, we have been motivated to fill 

some gaps in this direction. 

For instance, Hejin Yuan and Cuiru Wang [21] 

proposed a method of human action recognition based on 

semi-supervised K-means clustering. Their proposed 

solution is presented in the direction of image processing 

and experimented by using Weizmann dataset [22]. 

In the other direction, Hashim Ali et al. [23] presented 

a framework for activity recognition based on semi-

supervised clustering approach to avoid using traditional 

clustering methods. Their presented methodology is 

composed of three phases: cluster centroid initialization, 

physical activity classification, and reinforcement 

learning. Thereby, their presented methodology is a time 

consuming. 

Similarly, our research work deals with initializing 

cluster centroids by using limited amount of labeled data. 

While, we also consider decreasing computational time 

complexity to make the presented technique applicable for 

smart homes that use low computational resources.  

3. EVALUATION FRAMEWORK 

The presented technique can be evaluated by passing 

through different stages as shown in Figure 1. It starts by 

collecting data from sensors located in smart home. After 

collecting data, the next step is extracting features 

(attributes) that are suitable to recognize human activities. 

The next stage is selecting the most dominant features that 

affect significantly on recognizing targeted activities. In 

this stage, we firstly remove redundant features that have 

same attribute values. Then, we apply feature selection to 

reduce number of features used for recognizing targeted 

activities. 

After that, we scale all attribute values to the same 

range. After conducting this step, the dataset will be ready 

to use. This step is very important and significantly affects 

on the accuracy of activity recognition when the original 

dataset includes attribute values with different scales. 

Mainly, this phase removes the mean and scales features 

to unit variance. Accordingly, the required score for each 

sample (data point) X is calculated by using equation 1. 

 

     Z = (X - M) / S  (1) 

 

Where M and S are the mean and standard deviation of the 

training samples respectively. 
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For evaluating performance of semi-supervised 

clustering, we need to divide the dataset into training and 

testing sets. Then, we select limited amount of labeled 

data from training set for initializing centroids used by 

clustering algorithms. In this work we specifically use K-

means [24] and C-means [25] algorithms for evaluating 

performance of partially labeled semi-supervised 

clustering. These algorithms use partitional strategy to 

minimize the distance between data points in same cluster 

and represent each cluster by one data point (centroid). 

Our selection to these algorithms depended on reducing 

computational time complexity [26]. Thereby, the 

presented technique can be efficiently implemented with 

smart home systems that have limited resources. 

 

 

Figure 1. Framework presented for evaluating performance  

of applying semi-supervised clustering to activity recognition 
 

The presented technique initializes centroids by using 

small amount of labeled data. The process of initializing 

centroids is based on randomly selecting each initial 

centroid from its corresponding class included in the 

labeled data. This step helps in avoiding fully random 

selection of initial centroids when applying traditional 

clustering algorithms. Therefore, this step decreases a risk 

of grouping data into clusters that do not correspond to the 

targeted activities. 

Furthermore, it is interesting to clarify that the 

presented technique uses small amount of labeled data for 

applying centroid initialization. Thereby, the presented 

technique reduces the implementation cost by precluding 

the need for preparing a huge amount of labeled data that 

is used to provide acceptable accuracy. After conducting 

process of centroid initialization, the initial centroids are 

used for applying the clustering algorithm to the rest of 

training data (as unlabeled data).  

Finally, the presented framework finds which data 

points in the testing set are closest to each output centroid 

and then calculates the performance. To find the closest 

centroid, we should select a suitable distance measure 

[27]. Thus, we need to evaluate different distance 

measures and then select the distance measure that 

provides the best accuracy. 

4. EXPERIMENT SETUP 

We experimentally evaluated performance of 

employing clustering algorithms with the presented semi-

supervised clustering technique along with applying 

feature selection. This section describes the experiment 

environment used for conducting our experiment work. 

Next, we describe the dataset, evaluation measures, and 

settings used for conducting our experiments. The section 

describes also libraries and tools used in this work. 

A. Dataset 

Our experiment work is conducted by using a public 

dataset entitled ActivitiesExercisesRecognition
1

 that 

includes 1150 samples (data points) collected by Kévin 

Chapron et al. affiliated to the LIARA laboratory at 

University of Québec in Chicoutimi. The dataset covers 

ten classes of activities collected from ten participants as 

shown in Table I. This table includes same description 

provided by Chapron et al. 

TABLE I. ACTIVITIES INCLUDED IN THE USED DATASET. 

# Activity Description 

1 ExoFente Typical Front Lunge 

2 ExoMarche Front Step Down 

3 ExoSitUp Sit-to-Stand 

4 ExoSquat Typical Squat on chair 

5 shortRunning Continuously running for 30 seconds 

6 shortSeat Staying sit in a chair for 30 seconds 

7 shortSitting Transition Stand-to-Sit 

8 shortStanding Transition Sit-to-Stand 

9 shortSwitch Fast rotation of the wrist 

10 shortWalking Continuously walking for 30 seconds 

 

Additionally, we use same features extracted by 

Chapron et al. The feature set includes 105 features 

reported by Chapron et al. as shown in Table II. 

Moreover, we used 70/30 split method for dividing the 

dataset into training and testing sets. Thereby, the training 

set (70%) includes 805 samples (data points). While, the 

testing set includes the rest 345 samples. 

                                                           
1
https://github.com/LIARALab/Datasets/tree/master/ActivitiesExercise

sRecognition 

http://liara.uqac.ca/
https://github.com/LIARALab/Datasets/tree/master/ActivitiesExercisesRecognition
https://github.com/LIARALab/Datasets/tree/master/ActivitiesExercisesRecognition
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B. Evaluation Measures 

Empirical results obtained from experiments provide  

a good way to evaluate performance of applying semi-

supervised clustering for human activity recognition. We 

use classification accuracy and F1-score [28] for 

evaluating the presented technique. The F1-score is 

basically used with binary classification. Thus, we use the 

macro-average F1-score [29] for evaluating multiclass 

classification (more than two classes) which is covered in 

this research work. 

 
TABLE II. FEATURE SET  USED DATASET. 

Domain Feature Count 

Temporal 

Mean value for each axis  9 

Mean value of mean values  3 

Standard Deviation for each axis  9 

Mean value of standard deviation 3 

Skewness Value for each axis  9 

Mean value of Skewness value  3 

Kurtosis Value for each axis  9 

Mean value of Kurtosis value  3 

Zero Crossing Rate for each axis 9 

Mean value of Zero Crossing Rate  3 

Correlation between every axis 18 

Frequential 

DC Component for each axis 9 

Energy for each axis 9 

Entropy for each axis 9 

 Total 105 

 

It is noteworthy that we cannot use accuracy and F1-

socre to evaluate performance of traditional 

(unsupervised) clustering algorithms since resulted 

clusters may not be corresponded to right activity classes 

included in the used dataset. Such case needs to use other 

evaluation measures to compare the clustering solution to 

the ground truth (known classes) when applying 

traditional clustering algorithms. For example, we can use 

the Adjusted Rand index [30]. Whereas, applying the 

presented technique can be evaluated by using accuracy 

and F1-socre measures since we use labeled data for 

initializing the centroids that usually correspond to the 

targeted classes. 

C. Experiment Implementation 

All experiments were implemented by using the 

Python
2
 programming language version 3.7.1 64-bit. For 

handling data and reporting experiment results, we used 

the following open-source libraries: 

 NumPy [31] — a package for scientific computing. 

 Pandas [32] — a package for loading and analyzing 

data. 

 Pyclustering — a package for applying clustering 

algorithms. 

                                                           
2https://www.python.org/ 

 Scikit-learn [33] — a popular machine learning 

library. We used its implementation for applying 

feature selection and evaluation measures. 

 SciPy [34]—we used its implementation for applying 

distance measures. 

 Microsoft Excel — we used it for calculating 

confidence intervals and plotting graphs. 

D. Parameter Intilizaton 

We have evaluated the presented semi-supervised 

clustering technique with two selected clustering 

algorithms called K-means and C-means. Before applying 

data clustering, we applied centroid initialization by using 

small amount of labeled data selected from training set. 

We applied two methods for initializing centroids used 

with K-means and C-means. The first method is based on 

assigning each centroid to the mean value of the 

corresponding class existed in the labeled data. The 

second method mimics initializing each centroid by 

selecting randomly one data point existed in the 

corresponding class. Table III describes all methods used 

for conducting our experiment work. 

 
TABLE III. METHODS USED FOR EVALUATING  

THE PRESENTED TECHNIQUE 

Method Description 

K-meansM 

K-means algorithm with initializing centroids by using 

corresponding means of classes existed in the partially 

labeled data. 

K-meansS 

K-means algorithm with initializing centroids by 
selecting randomly one sample (data point) of the 

corresponding classes existed in the partially labeled 

data. 

C-meansM 
C-means algorithm with initializing centroids by using 
corresponding means of classes existed in the partially 

labeled data. 

 

5. EXPERIMENT RESULTS AND ANALYSIS 

We conducted numerous experiments to evaluate 

performance of applying the presented technique to the 

used dataset. This section shows experiment results 

provided when applying the presented technique through 

various perspectives. 

A. Data Scaling 

Applying data scaling is very important to improve 

significantly performance of applying presented semi-

supervised clustering technique to the used dataset. To 

apply data scaling, we used a method entitled 

StandardScaler implemented in Scikit-learn [33] library. 

For clarifying effect of applying data scaling, we 

applied K-meansM with selecting 15% of the training set 

as labeled data for initializing centroids. Then, we used 

the whole training set (as unlabeled data) for data 

clustering. The results of applying data scaling with this 

experiment are 77.4% and 73.1% for accuracy and macro-

average F1-score respectively. While, the results degrade 

https://www.python.org/
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sharply when neglecting data scaling to be 16.5% and 

9.2% for accuracy and macro-average F1-score 

respectively.  

B. Time Complexity 

In this work, we mainly focus on evaluating accuracy 

of activity recognition. Whereas, reducing computational 

time complexity is acquired in our work by using simple 

clustering algorithms. From a technical point of view, the 

computational time consumed when applying the 

presented technique can be neglected since the 

implementation cost of the used clustering algorithm (K-

means) is very simple. Based on our experiment work, 

each run takes less than 0.5 second when applying the 

presented technique to the used dataset. Table IV shows 

computational time of applying K-means algorithm by 

using a machine that has 4.00 GB memory and 1.6 GHZ 

Intel / Celeron (R) processor. The table shows  

a summary of the provided result along with confidence 

interval equals to 95% when running the experiment 101 

times.  

 
TABLE IV. COMPUTATIONAL TIME COMPLEXITYWITH K-MEANS 

 Computational Time (Seconds) 

Maximum 0.26 

Minimum 0.07 

Avgerage 0.08 

Confidence Level ± 0.00525 

 

C. Distance Measures 

It is interesting to clarify that performance of the 

presented technique is sensitive to selecting different 

distance measures when calculating distances between 

each centroid and the nearest data point. To show this 

effect, we applied different distance measures with K-

meansM method by selecting 15% of the training set as 

labeled data and then clustering the whole training set (as 

unlabeled data). We used SciPy library for applying 

different distance measures. The vacillation in 

performance is clearly shown in Table V. 
 
TABLE V. EFFECT OF USING DIFFERENT DISTANCE MEASURES 

Measure Accuracy Macro F1-score 

Cosine 78.0 74.4 

Bray-Curtis 77.4 73.1 

Canberra 73.9 67.6 

Chebyshev 74.2 70.5 

City Block (Manhattan) 78.6 75.0 

Correlation 76.5 72.7 

Euclidean 78.0 74.7 

Minkowski 78.0 74.7 

squared Euclidean 78.0 74.7 

 

Since using City Block (Manhattan) distance measure 

provides the best result, we used it for conducting all 

experiments in this work. However, using different 

distance measure may work better with other clustering 

algorithm. For example, our experiment work showed that 

using Correlation distance measure provides the best 

performance when applying C-meansM algorithm. Using 

C-meansM with Correlation distance measure provides 

44.3% and 34.2% for accuracy and macro-average F1-

score respectively. While, using C-meansM with City 

Block distance measure provides 36.8% and 24.1% for 

accuracy and macro-average F1-score respectively. 

D. Experiment Work with Semi-Supervised Clustering 

Methods using Partially Labeled Data 

We evaluated effect of changing the ratio that is 

selected from the training set as labeled data for 

initializing centroids when applying K-meansM. In this 

experiment, we applied the clustering algorithm to the 

whole training set (as unlabeled data). We selected K-

meansM to conduct this experiment because this method 

provides stationary results when repeating experiment 

execution by using same settings. We used the following 

ratios to select labeled data from training set when 

conducting this experiment: 

 

{0.15, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5, 0.6, 0.7, 0.8, 0.9, 1} 

 

We started with 0.15 to select enough data points that 

cover all activity classes existed in the used dataset when 

representing the corresponding initial centroids. Figure 2 

illustrates classification accuracies provided by this 

experiment. The x-axis shows the values of ratio after 

scaling them by multiplying each one by 10. 

 

 
Figure 2. Accuracy of changing the ratio of labeled data selected  

for centroid initialization when applying K-means algorithm  
with specific settings 

 

We can notice that there is no significant improve in 

accuracy when using ratio equals to more than 0.4. 

Similarly, we repeated this experiment by using C-

meansM with Correlation distance measure. As shown in 

Figure 3, the results assent that using only 40% of training 

data (28% of the whole dataset) provides competitive 
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results. Therefore, we used this ratio as default value for 

conducting the rest of experiments. 

It is noteworthy that applying the clustering algorithm 

to the rest part of training set after excluding data points 

used for centroid initialization performs different results. 

Based on our experiment work, this scenario provides 

better results. To show the improvement, we applied K-

meansM and C-meansM to 60% of training data with 

using the rest 40% as labeled data for centroid 

initialization. Axiomatically, it is illogical to evaluate all 

ratios since increasing ratio of labeled data with this 

scenario hurts applying clustering algorithms by 

decreasing gradually the data points used for data 

clustering. 

 

 
Figure 3. Accuracy of changing the ratio of labeled data selected  

for centroid initialization when applying C-means algorithm  

with specific settings 

 

Based on our experiment work, applying C-meansM 

with Correlation distance measure provides 51.0% and 

35.7% for accuracy and macro-average F1-score 

respectively. While, applying K-meansM with City Block 

distance measure provides 88.4% and 86.8% for accuracy 

and macro-average F1-score respectively. 

Since using 60% of training data for data clustering 

along with using the rest 40% for centroid initialization 

provides better result, we used this scenario to conduct all 

experiments that evaluate the rest of strategies applied to 

show performance of the presented semi-supervised 

clustering technique.  

We conducted an experiment to evaluate performance 

of the presented technique when applying K-meansS 

method. To find confidence interval with confidence 

equals 95%, we run this experiment 101 times since the 

results are non-stationary. This experiment is conducted 

by using 40% of training set as labeled data for applying 

centroid initialization while the rest 60% of training set is 

used as unlabeled data for applying the clustering method. 

Similarly, same testing set is used for reporting the 

performance. We used City Block distance measure for 

finding output labels as described in Section 3. Table VI 

shows a summary of the provided result along with 

confidence interval equals to 95%. 

 
TABLE VI. SEMI-SUPERVISED CLUSTERING METHODS USING 

PARTIALLY LABELED DATA 

 Accuracy (%) Macro F1-score (%) 

Maximum 89.0 87.8 

Minimum 8.7 6.7 

Avgerage 72.3 67.3 

Confidence Level ± 3.2 ± 3.3 

 

As shown in the table, this method provides 

competitive results since the maximum reported accuracy 

equals to 89.0%. Based on the result provided by this 

experiment, the minimum accuracy (8.7%) is reported 

only one time. This worse result is expected since we use 

K-means algorithm which is sensitive to the process of 

centroid initialization. Thereby, the accuracy will be 

worse when the presented method selects initial centroids 

form inadequate samples located in the used dataset. The 

experiment results show that this case is not dominant 

since accuracies with values equals to or greater than 80% 

have been reported 39 times. Therefore, we can note that 

using the presented technique for activity recognition is  

a promising research direction. 

E. Feature Selection 

We evaluated performance of selecting best features 

that robustly discerns all data points existed in the dataset. 

For applying feature selection, we firstly removed features 

that have redundant attribute values. Then, we applied 

feature selecting by using method entitled SelectKBest 

implemented in Scikit-learn library. After removing 

features that have redundant attribute values, number of 

remaining features becomes 35 features. Figure 4 shows 

classification accuracies provided when applying K-

meansM method with changing number of selected 

features (non-redundant features). 

 
Figure 4. Accuracy of applying feature selection when using K-meansM 

 

Based on results shown in Figure 4, the best accuracy 

is achieved (89.9%) when selecting 18 features. Thus, we 

selected these 18 features to evaluate performance of 
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applying K-meansS method. Table VII shows a summary 

of the results provided along with confidence interval 

equals to 95%. Similarly, this experiment is run 101 times 

to make a comparison with results reported in Table VI. 

 
TABLE VII. SEMI-SUPERVISED CLUSTERING METHODS USINGPARTIALLY 

LABELED DATA WITH FEATURE SELECTION 

 Accuracy (%) Macro F1-score (%) 

Maximum 88.1 86.6 

Minimum 11.9 10.4 

Avgerage 81.0 78.2 

Confidence Level ±2.7 ±2.7 

 

We can notice clearly that using feature selection 

improves the performance since the average values are 

increased and the confidence level is decreased. 

Moreover, accuracies with values equal to or greater than 

80% have been increased into 84 times. 

F. Summary 

Based on our experiment work, we can conclude that 

the presented semi-supervised clustering technique 

provides remarkable performance. We can note as well 

that using data scaling improves the performance 

significantly. Additionally, experiment results show that 

applying feature selection increases the performance. 

Moreover, when using this technique we should select  

a suitable distance measure for achieving high 

performance. 

6. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK  

Performance of presented semi-supervised clustering 

technique for human activity recognition has been 

evaluated in this paper by using specific strategies. This 

work helps scholars to assess their solutions proposed in 

this research direction. The experiment results show that 

the presented technique performs remarkable accuracy. 

We concluded from our experiment work that applying 

data scaling and feature selection along with selecting 

suitable distance measure provides competitive results. 

Thereby, using the presented technique for human activity 

recognition is a promising research direction. 

This research can be extended in different ways. It is 

interesting to show performance of applying the presented 

technique to more datasets. Additionally, evaluating the 

presented technique by using more clustering algorithms 

will be a promise research direction. The future work may 

evaluate more partial clustering algorithms such as K-

medoids [35], K-medians [36] or evaluate other types of 

clustering algorithms such as hierarchical clustering [37]. 

Moreover, it is important to evaluate performance of 

employing more types of semi-supervised clustering such 

as active semi-supervised clustering for human activity 

recognition. The performance may be also improved 

significantly when applying more sophisticated feature 

selection methods. 
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